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*i  QUESTIONS PRESENTED

This Court has never addressed two important questions in class action litigation. First, whether non-class counsel

is entitled to an award of counsel fees and costs pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(h) for work performed prior to
the appointment of lead counsel where that work is identical to the pre-appointment work performed by appointed
counsel. Second, whether a class action settlement agreement which only provided fees and costs to class counsel for pre-
appointment work creates two unequal plaintiff classes.

After a public announcement that Volkswagen companies used emissions defeat devices, 451 class actions were filed in
approximately sixty districts around the country. Within months of the filings, the MDL court appointed lead counsel
and 22 firms to serve on the plaintiffs' steering committee (“class counsel”) and five months later, a $10 billion dollar
settlement was reached that ultimately resulted in the payment of $175 million in attorneys' fees and costs to only the
leadership structure. The District Court approved a multiplier of 2.63 to the total lodestar of the select firms for both pre
and post-appointment work performed deeming the work to be valuable to the class. Months later the District Court
denied every single fee application from non-class counsel for identical pre-appointment work. Because the motion for
attorneys' fees and costs by non-class counsel was decided after final approval, class members represented by non-class
counsel could not exercise their rights to object to the settlement. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmance has
raised issues for review:

A. Does denying fees and costs to non-class counsel for pre-appointment work while awarding fees *ii  and costs to class

counsel for identical work create a conflict among the Circuits warranting this Court's review based upon Gottlieb

v. Barry, 43 F.3d 474, 489 (10th Cir. 1994) and In re Cendant Corp. Securities Litigation, 404 F.3d 173, 179 (3rd Cir.
2005)?

B. Does the award of attorneys' fees and costs only to class counsel for pre-appointment work run afoul of this court's

decision in Boeing Co. v. Van Gemert, 444 U.S. 472, 478 (1980) and Amchem Products Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S.
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591, 627 (1997) by creating two unequal plaintiff classes: one whose recovery is reduced by attorneys' fees and costs and
another, represented by select counsel, who get the full benefit of the recovery with no reduction for fees and costs?

C. Does this decision create a conflict of interest for class counsel resulting in a constitutional infirmity as articulated

in Amchem, 521 U.S. at 626, n.20 and Ortiz v. Fibreboard Corp., 527 U.S. 815, 856 (1999) by denying non-class
counsels' clients their due process right to adequate representation?

D. Does the denial of a fee award and costs to non-class counsel where the court fails to articulate an objective basis for

its denial run afoul of this Court's decision in Perdue v. Kenny A. ex rel. Winn., 559 U.S. 542, 558 (2010)?

*III  LIST OF PARTIES

The following list provides the names of all the parties to the proceedings below:

Petitioner Nagel Rice, LLP was counsel for the plaintiffs Ari Levin, et als. in the District Court proceedings below and
plaintiffs in the motion for legal fees and costs in the court proceeding below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of
Appeals proceedings.

Petitioner Hyde & Swigart was counsel for the plaintiffs Charles Hise, et als. in the District Court proceedings below
and plaintiff in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals proceedings.

Petitioner, Paul S. Rothstein, Esq. was counsel for plaintiff Scott Siewert in the District Court proceedings below and
plaintiff in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals proceedings.

Petitioner, The Driscoll Firm, PC. was counsel for the plaintiffs Aaron Fries, et als. in the District Court proceedings
below and plaintiff in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals
proceedings.

Petitioner, Law Offices of Maloney & Campolo was counsel for the plaintiffs John Adams, et als. in the District Court
proceedings below and movants in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of
Appeals proceedings.

*iv  Petitioners, Law Office of Samuel W. Bearman; Sellers, Skievaski Kuder, LLP and Artice L. McGraw, PA were
counsel for the plaintiffs/movants Jeremy Adams, et als. in the District Court proceedings below and plaintiffs in the
motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals proceedings.

Petitioner, Strong Law Offices was counsel for the class members Harry Andrianos, et als. in the District Court
proceedings below and plaintiffs in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of
Appeals proceedings.

Petitioners, Habush & Rottier, S.C. and Hawks Quindel, S.C. were counsel for the plaintiffs LaBudda, et als. in the
District Court proceedings below and plaintiffs in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in
the Court of Appeals proceedings.

Petitioner, Makarem & Associates was counsel for the plaintiffs Jujila Gelazis, et als. in the District Court proceedings
below and plaintiffs in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals
proceedings.
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Petitioner, Holton Law Firm was counsel for the plaintiffs Patricia Epperson, et als. in the District Court proceedings
below and plaintiffs in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals
proceedings.

Respondents, Jason Hill, Ray Preciado, Susan Tarrence, Steven R. Thornton, Anne Duncan Argento, Simon W. Beaven,
Juliet Brodie, Sarah Burt, Aimee *v  Epstein, George Farquar, Mark Houle, Rebecca Kaplan, Helen Koisk-Westly,
Raymond Krein, Stephen Verner, Leo Winternitz, Marcus Alexander Doege, Leslie Maclise-Kane, Timothy Watson,
Farrah P. Bell, Jerry Lawhon, Michael R. Cruise, John C. Dufurrena, Scott Bahr, Karl Fry, Cesar Olmos, Britney
Lynne Schnathorst, Carla Berg, Aaron Joy, Eric Davidson White, Floyd Beck Warren, Thomas J. Buchberger, Russell
Evans, Carmel Rubin, Daniel Sullivan, Matthew Cure, Denise DeFiesta, Mark Rovner, Wolfgang Steudel, Anne Mahle,
David McCarthy; Scott Moen, Ryan Joseph Schuette, Megan Walawender, Joseph Morrey, Michael Lorenz, Nancy L.
Stirek, Rebecca Perlmutter, Addison Minott, Richard Grogan, Alan Bandies, Melani Buchanan Farmer, Kevin Bedard,
Elizabeth Bedard, Cynthia R. Kirtland, Michael Charles Krimmelbein, Will Harlan, Heather Greenfield, Thomas W.
Ayala, Herbert Yussim, Nicholas Bond, Brian J. Bialecki, Katherine Mehls, Whitney Powers, Roy McNeal, Brett Alters,
Kelly R. King, Rachel Otto, William Andrew Wilson, David Ebenstein, Mark Schumacher, Chad Dial, Joseph Herr,
Kurt Mallery, Marion B. Moore, Laura Swenson and Brian Nicholas Mills were representative plaintiffs in the District
Court proceedings below and opponents in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Plaintiffs-Appellees in the
Court of Appeals proceedings Nos. 17-16020; 17-16065; 17-16067; 17-16068; 17-16082; 17-16083; 17-16089; 17-16092;
17-16099; 17-16123; 17-16124; 17-16130; 17-16132; 17-16156; 17-16158; 17-16172; and 17-16180.

Respondent, Bishop, Heenan & Davies, was counsel for plaintiff class members in the District Court proceedings below
and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals proceedings No. 17-16020.

*vi  Respondent, James Ben Feinman and Ronald Clark Fleshman, Jr. were counsel for plaintiff class members in the
District Court proceedings below and Objector-Appellants in the Court of Appeals proceeding No. 17-16067.

Respondent, Lemberg Law, LLC was counsel for Michael E. Curth, et. als in the District Court proceedings below and
plaintiffs in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals proceeding No.
17-16068.

Respondent, Viles and Beckman, LLC was counsel for Tamie Smith, et. als in the District Court proceedings below
and plaintiffs in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals proceeding
No. 17-16099.

Respondent, Harrell & Nowak, LLC was counsel for Charles Kert LeBlanc et. als in the District Court proceedings below
and plaintiffs in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals proceeding
No. 17-16132.

Respondent, Egolf Ferlic Harwood, LLC was counsel for Rannae Ross, et. als in the District Court proceedings below
and plaintiffs in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals proceeding
No. 17-16156.

Respondent, Ryder Law Firm, P.C. was counsel for Larry Walls, et. als in the District Court proceedings below and
plaintiffs in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Objector-Appellant in the Court of Appeals proceeding No.
17-16158.

*vii  Respondent, Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. was a defendant in the District Court proceedings below and
opponents in the motion for legal fees and costs below and Plaintiffs-Appellees in the Court of Appeals proceedings in
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Nos. 17-16020; 17-16065; 17-16067; 17-16068; 17-16082; 17-16083; 17-16089; 17-16092; 17-16099; 17-16123; 17-16124;
17-16130; 17-16132; 17-16156; 17-16158; 17-16172; and 17-16180.

Respondent, Volkswagen, A.G. was a defendant in the District Court proceedings below and Plaintiffs-Appellees in
the Court Appeal Proceedings Nos. 17-16020; 17-16065; 17-16067; 17-16068; 17-16082; 17-16083; 17-16089; 17-16092;
17-16099; 17-16123; 17-16124; 17-16130; 17-16132; 17-16156; 17-16158; 17-16172; and 17-16180.

Respondent, Audi, A.G. was a defendant in the District Court proceedings below and Plaintiffs-Appellees in the Court
Appeal proceedings Nos. 17-16020; 17-16065; 17-16067; 17-16068; 17-16082; 17-16083; 17-16089; 17-16092; 17-16099;
17-16123; 17-16124; 17-16130; 17-16132; 17-16156; 17-16158; 17-16172; and 17-16180.

Respondent, Audi of America, LLC was a defendant in the District Court proceedings below and Plaintiffs-Appellees in
the Court Appeal proceedings Nos. 17-16020; 17-16065; 17-16067; 17-16068; 17-16082; 17-16083; 17-16089; 17-16092;
17-16099; 17-16123; 17-16124; 17-16130; 17-16132; 17-16156; 17-16158; 17-16172; and 17-16180.

Respondent, Porsche Cars North America, Inc. was a defendant in the District Court proceedings below and Plaintiffs-
Appellees in the Court Appeal proceedings *viii  Nos. 17-16020; 17-16065; 17-16067; 17-16068; 17-16082; 17-16083;
17-16089; 17-16092; 17-16099; 17-16123; 17-16124; 17-16130; 17-16132; 17-16156; 17-16158; 17-16172; and 17-16180.

Respondent, Robert Bosch GMBH was a defendant in the District Court proceedings below and Plaintiffs-Appellees in
the Court Appeal proceedings Nos. 17-16020; 17-16065; 17-16067; 17-16068; 17-16082; 17-16083; 17-16089; 17-16092;
17-16099; 17-16123; 17-16124; 17-16130; 17-16132; 17-16156; 17-16158; 17-16172; and 17-16180.

Respondent, Robert Bosch, LLC was a defendant in the District Court proceedings below and Plaintiffs-Appellees in
the Court Appeal proceedings Nos. 17-16020; 17-16065; 17-16067; 17-16068; 17-16082; 17-16083; 17-16089; 17-16092;
17-16099; 17-16123; 17-16124; 17-16130; 17-16132; 17-16156; 17-16158; 17-16172; and 17-16180.

As to Rule 29.6 compliance, none of petitioners have parent corporations, nor does any holding company that is publicly
traded own 10 per cent or more of petitioners' stock.
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*1  OPINIONS BELOW

The order of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, denying Petitioners' en banc petition is reproduced
at App. 81a-83a. The opinion of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, In re Volkswagen “Clean

Diesel” Marketing, Sales Practice, and Products Liability Litigation, Lead Case No. 17-16020, is reported at 914 F.3d
623 (9th Cir. 2019) and is reproduced at App. 1a-59a. The opinion of the District Court in In re Volkswagen “Clean
Diesel” Marketing. Sales Practice, and Products Liability Litigation, Docket No. MDL No. 2672, denying Petitioners'
motion for attorneys' fees and costs is unreported is reproduced at App. 60a-72a. The order of the District Court allowing
non-class counsel to file motions for attorneys' fees and costs is reproduced at App. 73a-80a.

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

The judgment of the Ninth Circuit was rendered on January 22, 2019. The Petition for rehearing en banc was denied on
February 28, 2019. The Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1).

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS INVOLVED

The Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution provides:

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment
or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the militia, when
in actual service *2  in time of war or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same
offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a
witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor
shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.

The Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution provides:

All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens
of the United States and the State wherein they reside. No state shall make or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges or immunities or citizens of the United States, nor shall any state deprive
any person of life, liberty or property, without due process or law; nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
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STATUTORY PROVISIONS OR PROCEDURAL RULES INVOLVED

Paragraph h of Rule 23 of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides:
Attorney's Fees and Nontaxable Costs. In a certified class action, the court may award reasonable attorney's fees and
nontaxable costs that are authorized by law or by the parties' agreement. The following procedures apply:

*3  (1) A claim for an award must be made by motion under Rule 54(d)(2), subject to the provisions of this subdivision
(h), at a time the court sets. Notice of the motion must be served on all parties and, for motions by class counsel, directed
to class members in a reasonable manner.

(2) A class member, or a party from whom payment is sought, may object to the motion.

(3) The court may hold a hearing and must find the facts and state its legal conclusions under Rule 52(a).

(4) The court may refer issues related to the amount of the award to a special master or a magistrate judge, as provided
in Rule 54(d)(2) (D).

STATEMENT OF CASE

Petitioners Nagel Rice, LLP and other law firms (“Nagel Rice Petitioners”) seek review of a portion of the decision
of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, which affirmed the ruling of the District Court denying

petitioners' motion for pre-appointment legal fees and costs under Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 23(h). Starting on
or about September 21, 2015, consumers around the country commenced actions alleging fraud and other claims against
Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., Volkswagen, AG, and AUDI AG (“VW”) for their utilization of “defeat devices”
in certain diesel vehicles. Nagel Rice Petitioners, representing hundreds of class members, spearheaded early efforts to
litigate the case. For four months, preceding the appointment *4  of lead counsel and class counsel (collectively, “class
counsel”) Nagel Rice Petitioners and other non-class counsel were deeply involved in defining legal theories, drafting
and filing complaints, appearing before the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation to argue venue; creating a massive
offensive across the country resulting in upwards of 451 possible related filings in some sixty districts; participating
in attorneys' continuing education conferences to weigh and collaborate with other attorneys to construct the most
successful legal theories; interviewing and advising clients who were immediately impacted by VW's actions as they
unfolded; initiating and creating media opportunities for clients to reveal their individual experiences of deception and
harm to the public; engaging in motion practice to preserve evidence; working with other attorneys to promote lead
attorneys skilled in class action litigation to best represent the interests of the class as a whole; moving to consolidate
the cases before one court to promote efficiency in an effort to move towards a prompt and early resolution; researching
possible international jurisdictional experts; and competing, via written submissions and oral argument, with hundreds
of attorneys from around the country to be appointed by the court for a leadership position in the case. On January
21, 2015, the court appointed class counsel and provided for an order (PTO 7) elaborating that pretrial proceedings
would be conducted “by and through the PSC.” [ER 000164-167]. Shortly, thereafter, the Court entered a second order
(PTO 11) on February 25, 2015, which outlined a protocol for receiving fees and costs and limiting fees and costs to
“Participating Counsel” who were approved by the court “prior to incurring any such cost or expense.” [ER 000115116]
(emphasis added).
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*5  The 2.0 liter portion of the case received final approval on October 25, 2016. The settlement established a funding
pool of slightly more than $10 billion. After class counsel submitted an application for fees and costs, on March 17, 2017,
the District Court granted class counsels' application for $175 million in fees and costs. [ER 000011-19]. This application
was granted absent any submission of back up time records for lead counsel's fee award and the absence of any rationale
for an award of a multiple of 2.63 of class counsel's lodestar with associate attorneys with limited class experience
receiving as much as $2,077 per hour and paralegals receiving as much as $1,288 per hour. On November 22, 2016, the
District Court, upon receipt of notice of the filing of attorney fee liens and upon the filing of attorneys' fee motions,
by non-class counsel entered an Order enjoining state court proceedings relative to asserted attorneys' liens, but also
created a mechanism and procedure for non-class counsel to collect attorneys' fees and costs. App 73a-80a. The District
Court acknowledged in that Order that “some attorneys may have provided Class Members with compensable services.”
App. 60a-72a. Despite the receipt of over 244 motions from non-class counsel with over 13,000 pages of documentation,
on April 24, 2017, the District Court rendered a blanket order denying all the fee applications submitted by non-class
counsel. App. 80a. As to pre-appointment time, the District Court, absent any reference to the tens of thousands of pages
of supportive billing, concluded that there “was little to any pretrial activity in the cases filed by Non-class Counsel, and
the filings alone did not materially drive the settlement negotiations with Volkswagen.” App. 67a. The District Court
concluded that the filing of individual and class complaints in the three month period between the public disclosure and
consolidation in the MDL “did not benefit the class.” App. *6  65a, 67a. The District Court further dismissed non-
class counsels' diligent early efforts finding that these efforts, at most, benefitted “individual class members, not the
class as a whole.” App. 68a. Between May 23, 2017 and June 6, 2017, Nagel Rice Petitioners and others filed notices of
appeal and on January 22, 2019, the Ninth Circuit agreed with the District Court, noting that it was appellants who were

required, under In re Cendant, 404 F.3d 173 (3rd Cir. 2005), to establish their work benefited the class, as opposed to
their individual clients, and that one “cannot manufacture fees” by filing a complaint, but rather, attorneys “who alone
discover grounds for a suit based upon their own investigation rather than on public reports legitimately create a benefit

for the class” even if they are not chosen to represent the class. App. 47a-48a, citing In re Cendant, 404 F.3d at 196-97.
In support of the District Court's ruling, the Ninth Circuit agreed there was “no indication, either in the voluminous
record they provided or in their briefs, that this work contributed to the negotiations or crafting of the Settlement or
otherwise benefited the class in any meaningful way.” App. 48a. The Ninth Circuit noted the appellants failed to show
“they engaged in serious settlement efforts, much less that any such efforts contributed to the class settlement framework

that was ultimately reached, approved, and successfully implemented.” App. 48a, citing Appellee Br. 1

*7  On February 5, 2019, Nagel Rice Petitioners timely moved for rehearing en banc. That request was denied on
February 28, 2019. App. 81a-83a.

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION

First, by finding the identical efforts of non-class counsel valueless, this Court can address the conflict this Ninth Circuit

decision creates with the Tenth Circuit case of Gottlieb, 43 F.3d at 489 (“we fail to see why the work of counsel
later designated as class counsel should be fully compensated while other work of counsel who were not later designated

class counsel… should be wholly uncompensated.”) and the Third Circuit case of In re Cendant, 404 F.3d at 197
(creating the expectation that Lead Counsel who make use of earlier attorneys' legal or investigative work will “request
compensation for such attorneys,” and warned against the appropriation of such work without compensation).

Second, the decision presents the Court with the opportunity to determine whether a decision to treat non-class counsel

differently by denying fees and costs for the identical work of class counsel has the consequence of violating Boeing,
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444 U.S. at 478 and Amchem, 521 U.S. at 627 by creating two distinct unequal classes of plaintiffs: those whose fees and
costs are fully covered by the settlement and those whose fees and costs are not covered avoiding due process protections.

Third, similarly, the decision warrants review where it runs afoul of due process protections by placing class counsel in

a conflict of interest position as prohibited by Amchem, 621 U.S. at 626, n.20 and Ortiz, 527 U.S at 819 by favoring
some class members over others, an objection that could not be voiced by class members as the denial *8  of fees and
costs did not come until after the settlement approval process was complete.

Finally, this Court should grant certiorari to address the District Court's obligations to articulate an objective and
reviewable basis for rendering attorneys' fees and costs awards. Moreover, this Court has already articulated the

standards to be applied when awarding reasonable attorneys' fees and costs under a fee-shifting statute, Perdue, 559
U.S. at 558, and should ensure uniformity by applying the same standards in all class action cases.

I. REVIEW IS WARRANTED WHERE FAILURE TO AWARD PRE-APPOINTMENT FEES AND COSTS
TO NON-CLASS COUNSEL CREATES A CONFLICT AMONG CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEAL.

Rule 23(h) allows a court to award reasonable attorneys' fees and non-taxable costs that are authorized by law. Fed.
R. Civ. P. 23(h). This is true even if the applicant seeking fees and costs is not designated class counsel. See Committee

Note to subsection (h); Gottlieb, 43 F.3d at 489 (“we fail to see why the work of counsel later designated as class
counsel should be fully compensated while the work of counsel who were not later designated class counsel … should be
wholly uncompensated.”); M. Kaufman, Issues with Non-lead Counsel. 26A Sec. Lit. Damages § 25:4.40 (2018) (“Work
completed by non-lead counsel before the court appoints a lead attorney can confer substantial benefits on the class, and

thus non-lead counsel should be reasonably compensated.”); In re Cendant, 404 F.3d at 179 (creating the expectation
that Lead Counsel who makes use of earlier attorneys' legal or investigative work will “request compensation for such *9

attorneys,” and warned against the appropriation of such work without compensation). See e.g. Stetson v. Grissom,
821 F.3d 1157, 1163-65 (9th Cir. 2016) (stating that even an objector can be entitled to attorneys' fees in a class action).

Neither class counsel nor the panel specifically dispute the nature of the work performed by non-class counsel prior to
the appointment of class counsel on January 21, 2016:
- Filing some 451 potentially related cases across the nation in some sixty federal districts before the first NOV and the
advent of the MDL;

- Filing of motions, including at least four to preserve evidence and at least three for interim lead counsel;

- Conducting preliminary discovery;

- Conducting early settlement efforts prior to consolidation;

- Presenting at least eight conferences for attorneys across the country to analyze, discuss, and refine approaches to
bringing the cases;

- Securing the appointment of two mediators in several New Jersey actions prior to consolidation;

- Researching potential causes of action;

- Fielding and vetting hundreds of phone calls from prospective clients;
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*10  - Communicating and coordinating with other attorneys filing similar cases;

- Communicating with prospective German legal counsel regarding potential jurisdictional issues and possible efforts to
secure key evidence from a foreign country;

- Filing documents and appearing in New Orleans with a group of other local law firms to argue in support of the transfer
and consolidation of all the cases to the State of New Jersey, where VW is incorporated and where it maintains key
management offices; and

- Filing papers and appearing in the Northern District of California District Court to be selected as Lead Counsel or
as a counsel on Plaintiffs' Steering Committee.

App. 45a-47a.

In addition to the above, Nagel Rice Petitioners' efforts further included:
- Amending complaints;

- Fielding press and media questions and appearing on multiple news sources both domestically and abroad, as part of
a strategy to bring VW to the table; and

[ER 000271].

*11  The District Court and Ninth Circuit never addressed the glaring paradox in determining that only the selected
firms would be awarded fees and costs for pre-appointment work. Hence, how could the drafting and filing of 19 class
counsels' complaints (including lead counsel's complaint), all filed after the Nagel Rice's Complaint, be deemed worthy
of a huge multiplier and, at the same time, be deemed worthless if filed by a firm not selected to be in a leadership role?
It is this stark anomaly that lies at the heart of this case and stands in conflict with the decisions of two other Circuits

in Gottlieb, 43 F.3d 474 and In re Cendent, 404 F.3d 173 both of which hold that the work of non-class counsel
should not be deemed valueless merely because it was not done by class counsel. The efforts of non-class counsel in the
pre-appointment stage of the case had the exact same benefit for the class as the efforts and work product of those firms
that were later appointed to lead the litigation.

II. REVIEW SHOULD BE GRANTED WHERE THE DECISION ACTS TO CREATE TWO
UNEQUAL CLASSES OF PLAINTIFFS IN VIOLATION OF THIS COURT'S PRECEDENT.

In affirming the District Court, the Ninth Circuit's decision stands in direct contradiction to the decisions of the Tenth
and Third Circuits, by creating two classes of plaintiffs: those whose settlement awards are subject to reduction by non-
class counsel's fees and costs and those represented by selected counsel whose recoveries are not subject to the payment
of their attorneys' fees and costs. Preferring one group of class plaintiffs over another relative to the payment of fees
and costs is precisely the predicament this Court has sought to prevent in assessing attorneys' fees and costs against a

fund.  *12  Boeing, 444 U.S. at 478 (Courts prevent inequity in fund cases, where one might benefit from a successful
litigation at the expense of the efforts of a successful litigant, by spreading fees proportionately among all those who

benefit); see also In re Dry Max Pampers Litigation, 724 F.3d 713, 718 (6th Cir. 2013) (vacating class action settlement
approval that resulted in unnamed plaintiffs receiving more favorable treatment than other class members who received
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“nearly worthless” injunctive relief); Larson v. AT&T Mobility LLC, 687 F.3d 109, 133 (3d Cir. 2012) (treating class
of similarly-situated claimants differently in a settlement class required remand). Due process requires that “structural

assurance[s] of fair and adequate representation for diverse groups and individuals” within the class exist. Amchem,
521 U.S. at 591. The method of creating subclasses is designed to ensure that similarly-situated claims are treated equally.

See, e.g. In re Motor Fuel Temperature Sales Practices Litigation, 271 F.R.D. 263, 284 (D. Kan. 2010) (holding that
variations of state law suggest that parties restrict proposed settlement to include subclasses for representation in various
states).

Allowing this decision to stand violates fundamental due process and fairness to the plaintiffs represented by non-class
counsel and this petition should be granted to address this issue of paramount importance in class action jurisprudence.

III. THE RESULT OF THE NINTH CIRCUIT'S DECISION, WHICH LIMITS
PAYMENT OF FEES AND COSTS TO ONLY CLASS COUNSEL, CREATES A

GROSS CONFLICT OF INTEREST IN VIOLATION OF AMCHEM AND ORTIZ.

Allowing two differing results for plaintiffs in the class creates a legal conflict for lead counsel and class counsel, *13  who
cannot, in a settlement, prefer their own clients over non-class counsels' clients. Because the motions for attorneys' fees
and costs by non-class counsel did not occur prior to final approval of the class, class members represented by non-class
counsel could not assert their rights to object to the settlement. The constitutional infirmity in denying non-class counsel
pre-appointment fees and costs for the identical work of class counsel is patently obvious; it deprives those members
of the class who did not have their counsel selected as class counsel their due process right to adequate representation.

This Court has repeatedly affirmed that adequacy of representation is a basic element of due process. Cf. Phillips
Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472 U.S. 797, 812 (“the Due Process Clause of course requires that the named plaintiff at all

times adequately represent the interests of the absent class members” (citing Hansberry v. Lee, 311 U.S. 32, 42-43, 45

(1940)); see also Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co., Ltd. v. Epstein, 516 U.S. 367, 388 (1996) (“adequate representation is
among the due process ingredients that must be supplied if the judgment is to bind absent class members.”) (Ginsburg,
J., concurring). This Court emphasized the importance of the adequacy of representation requirement in a case that

sought to settle the claims of both present and future asbestos victims. Amchem, 521 U.S. at 625 (1997). In Amchem,
this court recognized the adequacy of representation inquiry “also factors in competency and conflicts of class counsel.”

Amchem, 521 U.S. at 626, n.20 (citing General Telephone Co. of Southwest v. Falcon, 457 U.S. 147, 157, n.13 (1962)).

In Ortiz, 527 U.S. at 856, this Court again, connected due process rights arising from the adequacy of representation
issue (when certifying a class) as a means “to eliminate conflicting interests of counsel.” (citing cf. 5 J. Moore, T. Chorvat,
D. Feinberg, R. Marmer & J. Solovy, Moore's Federal Practice § 23.25[5][e], p. 23-149 (3d ed. 1998) (an

*14  attorney who represents another class against the same defendant may not serve as class counsel); see also, Ortiz,
527 U.S. at 856, n. 31 (“In Amchem, we concentrated on the adequacy of named plaintiff but recognized that the adequacy

of representation inquiry is also concerned ‘with competency and conflicts of class counsel’.”) (citing, Amchem, 521
U.S. at 626, n. 20)

Allowing two different results for class members, as a result of a decision rendered after approval and after the time
to object to the settlement had run, created a legal conflict for class counsel who cannot prefer their own clients over

those represented by non-class counsel. See Radcliffe v. Experian Info. Sols. Inc., 715 F.3d 1157, 1167 (9th Cir. 2013)

(explaining counsel in nationwide class action has fiduciary duty to all class members); Zucker v. Occidental Petroleum
Corp., 192 F.3d 1323, 1328 (9th Cir. 2000). cert. denied, 529 U.S. 1066 (2000) (class counsel is fiduciary to the class).
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Class representation is inadequate if plaintiff representatives fail to prosecute the action vigorously on behalf of the entire

class or have an insurmountable conflict of interest with other class members. Hesse v. Sprint Corp., 598 F.3d 581, 589
(9th Cir. 2000), cert. denied, 562 U.S. 1003 (2010). “The interests of clients ‘actually conflict’ for purposes of [California
Professional Ethics] Rule 3-310 ‘whenever a lawyer's representation of one of two clients is rendered less effective because

of his representation of the other.’ ” See Rodriguez v. Disner, 688 F.3d 645, 656 (9th Cir. 2012) (citing Gilbert v.
Nat'l Corp. for Hous. Partnerships, 71 Cal. App. 4th 1240, 1253 (Cal. Ct. App. 1999)).

*15  Review is intended to address this glaring conflict of interest of class counsel and the due process violations to class
members who are represented by non-class counsel.

IV. THE DECISION BELOW FAILS TO OBJECTIVELY EXPLAIN THE BASIS FOR THE DENIAL
OF APPLICATIONS BY NON-CLASS COUNSEL FOR AN AWARD OF FEES AND COSTS.

As one esteemed jurist wrote in Loughney v. Hickey, 635 F.2d 1063, 1068 (3d Cir. 1980) (Aldisert, J., concurring):

In all cases of institutional or precedential consequence, the courts have a duty of reasoned
elaboration…

Similarly, in United States v. Fisher, 55 F.3d 481, 487 (10th Cir. 1995), the appellate tribunal criticized the lower court
for its failure to elaborate on the reasons for a decision:

In failing to state his reasons, the judge has, once again, left us in an unwelcome zone of speculation.
Judicial action is not an exercise in ipse dixit -- the bare assertion of any individual resting not on
expressed reason, but merely on the authority vested in an office. According, when a judge takes
action, it is fundamental that a basis grounded in law is articulated.

See also. N.L.R.B. v. Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, 430 F.2d 966, 972 (5th Cir. 1970) (an articulated
discussion of factors which lead court to one rather *16  than to another result gives strength to the system and reduces,
if not eliminates, easy temptation or tendency to ill-considered or even arbitrary action by those having awesome power
of almost final review; rule permitting disposition without opinion must be used sparingly and must never be used to
avoid difficult or troublesome decision or to conceal divisive or disturbing issues).

In the context of fee awards under a fee-shifting statute, this Court explained that reliance on subjective rather than

objective factors “place[s] unlimited discretion in trial judges and [can] produce[] disparate results.” Perdue, 559 U.S.
at 542, 551 (reversing fee award). As such, district courts awarding fees and costs under a fee shifting statute must provide
objective factual and legal bases on which the award was granted or risk widely disparate results and the potential or
appearance of bias:

It is essential that the judge provide a reasonably specific explanation for all aspects of a fee
determination, including any award of an enhancement. Unless such an explanation is given, adequate
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appellate review is not feasible, and without such review, widely disparate awards may be made, and
awards may be influenced (or at least, may appear to be influenced) by a judge's subjective opinion
regarding particular attorneys or the importance of the case.

Perdue, 559 U.S. at 558.

Such a requirement of providing of objective factual and legal bases for an award of attorneys' fees and costs should
extend equally absent a fee shifting statute. Protecting against disparate results and an appearance *17  of bias is
particularly crucial here, where the District Court entered a fee award to class counsel that included a multiplier to

counsel's lodestar while denying any fee award for the identical pre- appointment work product of non-class counsel. 2

See Perdue, 559 U.S. at 558 (“But when a trial judge awards an enhancement on an impressionistic basis, a major
purpose of the lodestar method - providing an objective and reviewable basis for fees - is undermined.”) (internal citations
omitted).

Here, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the denial of a fee award and costs to non-class counsel based on the District Court's
conclusory statements -- absent any reference to the tens of thousands of supportive documents -- that as to pre-
appointment time: (1) there “was little to any pretrial activity in the cases filed by non-class counsel, and the filings alone
did not materially drive the settlement negotiations with Volkswagen” [App. 67a]; (2) the filing of individual and class
complaints in the three month period between the public disclosure and consolidation in the MDL “did not benefit the
class” [App. 65a, 67a]; and (3) these efforts, at most, benefitted “individual class members, not the class as a whole.” [App.
68a]. Such unsupported conclusions are insufficient bases to award fees and costs under a fee-shifting statute, especially

when the award considers a possible lodestar multiplier. Perdue, 559 U.S. at 551-57. More incongruent is the District
Court's fee and costs award to class counsel for the identical pre-appointment efforts of non-class counsel. On its face,
the District Court's fee and cost denial cannot withstand a “reasonableness” test. Hence, the subjective *18  statements
without more, should provide a basis to reverse any denial of attorneys' fees and costs in a class action. The same analysis
should apply regarding reasonableness of fees and costs to non-class counsel as applied to class counsel.

Indeed, because the Ninth Circuit affirmed the District Court's denial of non-class counsel's fees and costs absent any
reference to the contemporaneous time records of non-class counsel, such action evinces the absence of an objective basis
for the denial of an award by the District Court.

As such, this Court should grant certiorari to determine whether the standards recently set forth in Perdue apply: (a) in
a non-fee shifting class action; and (b) when there is a denial of fees and costs to non-class counsel when the work of
class counsel and non-class counsel is identical.

*19  CONCLUSION

Nagel Rice Petitioners respectfully request that this Court grant their Petition for a Writ of Certiorari.

Respectfully submitted,

Bruce H. Nagel

Counsel of Record
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Footnotes
1 The District Court and the Appellate Court further supported the denial of fees and costs, noting the Appellants had failed

to abide by the Court's procedural requirement as evinced by Pretrial Order No. 11 [ER 000115-126] (entered at the time
of appointment of class counsel on January 21, 2017), which required pre-authorization by Lead Counsel prior to the
performance of any legal service. [ER 000115-16]. By its very terms, however, PTO-11 only related to post-appointment fees
and costs as there was no mechanism or order to secure time that had already been incurred at the time of appointment of
class counsel.
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2 More unsettling still was the failure of class counsel to provide even time sheets as back up for their fee application while non-
class counsel provided some 13,000 pages of back up for their combined 244 fee applications.
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